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The non-random distribution of microsatellites in the 
genome has been implicated in a number of cellular 
and evolutionary activities. Recently, microsatellites 
have gained much attention due to their suggested  
association with cancers, ageing and various other 
metabolic disorders. Microsatellites are thought to have 
evolved mainly through polymerase slippage with 
variable mutation rates. It is difficult to develop a 
typical molecular evolutionary model that may describe 
genomic dynamics of these sequence elements. Micro-
satellites may also be the accidental sites of action by 
selection forces in events like genome divergence and 
speciation. Substantial evidence is available to describe 
various life stages of microsatellite evolution. This  
review addresses the current state of knowledge suggest-
ing interrelationships between genomic locations, 
functions and evolutionary dynamics of microsatel-
lites, and their subsequent implications in genome 
evolution. 
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AVAILABILITY of whole genome sequences and a wealth 
of published literature reporting the analysis of genomic 
sequences facilitate studies that aim at understanding 
various aspects of genome organization and evolution in 
different forms of life. The present day eukaryotic  
genomes pack a bulk of non-coding DNA embedded with 
protein coding regions. A part of this non-coding DNA 
plays a regulatory role, whereas the other part simply 
provides structural stability to the chromosomes. 
 Repetitiveness of nucleotide sequences is an important 
feature of all genomes, however, the extent to which it 
occurs within genomes varies greatly. The only consen-
sus reached so far is that the amount of repetitiveness  
exceeds the expected values of repetitiveness1. Repetitive 
sequences are now known to play important roles in a 
cell, define genome structure and drive the adaptive evo-
lution of an organism2–4. These sequences are broadly 
classified into interspersed repeats and tandem repeats, 

and may constitute a significant proportion of some  
genomes5–7. Tandem repeats are broadly classified into 
satellites, minisatellites and microsatellites, and mainly 
distinguished on the basis of the length of the repeating 
unit. Here, we critically overview the genesis and propa-
gation of microsatellites and how the evolutionary events 
involving microsatellites affect the genomic transitions 
leading to major changes including genetic drift and 
speciation over long periods. 
 Microsatellites are remarkably constituted of small  
repeating units, 1–6 bp in length. Such a unit formation is 
structurally simple and therefore these repeats are also 
called as simple sequence repeats. These sequences con-
stitute hypervariable regions of the genome and undergo 
structural changes through addition or removal of repeat 
units or through point mutations therein8,9. The latter 
event can cause imperfections in these arrays, thus lead-
ing to the formation of perfect and imperfect microsatel-
lites10. The idea whether microsatellites are evolutionary 
junks, or useful sequences that are repeated throughout 
the genome has been a topic of debate in the scientific 
community. Evidences are being gathered in favour of the 
hypothesis that the simplicity of these sequences in itself 
is a useful attribute of the genome3 and also that they are 
strategically placed in the genomes. However, a recent 
study by Buschiazzo and Gemmell11 indicates that for most 
of the microsatellites, survival in mammalian genomes is 
only by chance and there are no evolutionary designs  
behind their conservation over long evolutionary periods. 

Genomic location, functions and hypervariability 

Considering that not all of the microsatellite motifs have 
uniform distribution in the genomes12–16, they are likely 
to be involved in different genomic activities with  
defined biological roles. Whether such roles are dictated 
by genomic location and motif characteristics of the  
microsatellites or by the specific genomic requirements4 
is not precisely clear. Based on their genomic locations, 
we have grouped microsatellites as gene-associated, mo-
bile element-associated, telomere-associated, centromere-
associated, and microsatellites present elsewhere in the 
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genome. Evidences suggesting a relationship between  
genomic position and functionality of the microsatellites 
have been presented here. 

Gene-associated microsatellite sequences 

A microsatellite may be present within the coding  
sequence of the gene, in the upstream region including  
5′-UTR, in intron or in the 3′-UTR. It may be overlapping 
a gene, or present in close proximity. Thus, such a mi-
crosatellite may be directly affecting the corresponding 
protein structure or regulate the expression of the protein-
coding gene. Their participation in the central dogma is at 
least known with two well-studied examples – contingency 
loci in prokaryotes17 and disease-causing microsatellite 
mutations in human beings18. 
 It is now well established that tandem repeats play an 
important role in generating structural variability in surface 
antigens in pathogenic bacteria and fungi17–19, which help 
them to evade the host immune system, and thereby caus-
ing virulence. They are also involved in other functions 
in prokaryotes like participating in genetic recombination, 
protein–protein interactions, generating contingency loci, 
etc.20. Martin et al.21 presented an experimental evidence 
of the participation of microsatellites in transcription 
modulation in the pathogen Neisseria meningitides, 
where upstream TAAA repeats to nadA interfered with 
the binding of transcriptional regulatory protein IHF. 
 A number of health disorders in humans have been  
related to microsatellite instability occurring anywhere in 
the genic regions22. Etiologically, around 35 human dis-
orders are known when a simple sequence formation within 
a gene or in its vicinity becomes intolerable, if it roughly 
reaches 150 bp size18. Noticeably, this approximates the 
length of the DNA wrapped around a nucleosome core 
particle. Broadly, these diseases fall into two classes – 
class I characterized by the synthesis of toxic proteins upon 
disproportional expansion of microsatellite sequences; class 
II with cancers and other health disorders like diabetes and 
arthritis occurring due to general instability of the microsa-
tellite sequence in the concerned gene sequences22. 
 Among all the microsatellite repeats capable of causing 
human disorders on expansion within the human genes, 
repeats of type CCG, CTG/CAG and GAA are most 
common18. Further, their elongation is not tolerated any-
where along the gene sequence from 5′-UTR to 3′-UTR. 
Usdin23 has extensively reviewed various disorders due to 
such expansions and the possible molecular mechanisms 
involved like replication, transcription, translation, pro-
tein traps, etc. Non-trinucleotide microsatellite repeats 
are also known to cause human diseases by the length 
variation mechanisms or simply due to microsatellite  
instabilities (Table 1). 
 Expansion events in 5′-regions of the genes lead to 
malfunctioning of the transcription machinery4. Micro-
satellites have been recognized as both, part of intrinsic 

promoters and transcription enhancers4 and increase in the 
repeat number at upstream CCG repeat site is associated 
with enhanced FMR1 transcription24,25. Interestingly, the 
same motif is also associated with upstream sequences of 
genes in rice displaying low levels of mutability14. Vinces 
et al.4 reported that 25% of the yeast gene promoters har-
bour tandem repeats, which enabled the concerned genes 
to have a higher transcriptional divergence rate, simply by 
alterations in the repeat length. Understandably, a change 
in the length of the repeat can alter the organization of the 
genes relative to the nuclesomes. For several human 
metabolic disorders for which no point mutations are 
known screening for microsatellite expansions within the 
gene or in upstream regions has been suggested for mole-
cular diagnosis22. 
 A first report of repeat-expansion based disorder in 
plants, implicates GAA repeat in the intron of isopropyl 
malate isomerase large subunit 1 to be responsible for the 
stunted growth in Arabidopsis thaliana26. Microsatellite 
motifs like CCG, CTG and GAA have abilities to form a 
variety of stable secondary structures27. When present  
upstream of the transcription start site, these structures 
may have important regulatory effects. Alternatively, 
they may be acting as unique protein recognition motifs. 
 Phenotypic effects of mutations in microsatellites are 
not limited to metabolic disorders. Many of the altered 
phenotypic effects including those related to environ-
mental adaptations can be attributed to mutations in micro-
satellite loci, sometimes even outside the genic regions3. 
An interesting example refers to the occurrence of two 
microsatellite containing duplicated blocks, 3.5 kb  
upstream of the arginine vasopressin V1a receptor gene 
AVPR1A in humans that modulates social awareness and 
behaviour. Each block is nearly 350 bp long. The first 
block contains a (GT)25 repeat, and the second complex 
hosts (CT)4TT(CT)8(GT)24. Polymorphisms in the latter 
loci are known to alter socio-behavioural traits in human 
beings, including autism spectrum disorders28. The  
upstream microsatellites to V1aR gene are known to occur 
in many animal species also. A hypermutable functional 
microsatellite may be responsible in creating allelic di-
versity of proteins rather producing a toxic protein. 
 Microsatellite expansions even when occurring in 3′-
UTR can cause errors in biological processes. For exam-
ple, they cause transcriptional slippage in URA3 gene of 
yeast29. Myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1) is a human 
disorder caused due to transcriptional slippage resulting 
from an expansion of CTG repeats in 3′-UTR of DM pro-
tein kinase gene30. CTG expansion in mRNA synthesized 
due to transcriptional slippage causes disruption in the 
splicing process and creates misfolded proteins30. Li  
et al.18 focused on detailed phenotypic effects of micro-
satellite expansion at each of the regions of a gene, and 
have discussed the underlying molecular mechanisms. 
 Microsatellites can also affect the enzymes controlling 
cell cycles, as evident by the fact that microsatellite
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Table 1. Metabolic disorders in humans caused due to microsatellite instability of non-trinucleotide tandem repeats 

Disorder Wild type allele Disease-causing allele Genomic location 
 

Diabetic retinopathy (AC)24 (Z allele) Z-2 2.1 kb upstream of TSS of aldose reductase  
     (ALR2) gene89 

Diabetic retinopathy (CTTTT)24 (CTTTT)8–18 except (CTTTT)14 2.5 kb upstream of TSS of nitric oxide  
     synthase (NOS2A) gene90 

Lung allograft fibrosis (CA) repeats Allele 2 First intron of IFN-γ 91 
Aplastic anaemia 12 (CA) repeats Homozygous state First intron of IFN-γ 92 
Cardian artery disease (TAAAA)6–8 Longer repeats Promoter of sex hormone binding globulin  
     (SHBG) gene93 

Polycistronic ovary syndrome (TAAAA)6–8 (TAAAA)9–11 Promoter of sex hormone binding globulin  
     (SHBG) gene67 
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 10 (SCA10) (ATTCT)10–29 (ATTCT)n, where n ≤ 4500 Intron 9 of ATXN10 gene68 
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 31 (SCA31) Null allele (TGGAA)n Introns of thymidine kinase (TK2) gene and  
     brain-expressed, associated with Nedd4  
     (BEAN) gene94 

Myotonic dystrophy type 2 (CCTG)36 (CCTG)75–11000 ZNF995 
Myoclonus epilepsy 1 (EPM1) (CCCCGCCCCGCG)2,3 (CCCCGCCCCGCG)12–17 Cystatin-B (CSTB) gene96 
Diabetes type I (ATAGGGTGTGGGG)6–10 Null allele Human insulin (INS) gene97 

 
 

instabilities may cause cancers31. Occurrence of poly A 
repeats in the mis-match repair (MMR) genes is a com-
mon feature in eukaryotes32. The mononucleotide repeat 
present within the coding sequence of these genes is 
highly susceptible to single nucleotide mutations render-
ing these genes hypermutable and subsequently generat-
ing a modified protein33. In eukaryotes, genes with 
products participating in the central dogma host more 
number of microsatellite repeats than expected mathe-
matically33–35. 

Microsatellites present at centromeres and  
telomeres 

At the centromeres, microsatellite frequency takes a dip. 
However, human centromeres harbour a microsatellite 
repeat sequence (AATGG)n as in some other species. A 
general richness of repeats at these regions in different 
species is considered significant from an evolutionary 
point of view, in terms of their sequence–structure–
function relationships35. In general, low complexity  
sequences at the centromeres facilitate chromatid cohe-
sion and kinetochore formation36. The sequence of both 
the telomeric and centromeric microsatellite repeats may 
vary a great deal within a close taxonomic group, though 
in plants, the prevailing telomeric structure is determined 
by TTTAGGG37. Telomeric repeats provide a template 
for the formation of ribonucleoprotein complex, a chro-
mosome capping structure and its length regulates the in-
tegrity of the chromosome. Mutation-driven allele lengths 
are not the only changes that occur at telomeres, but a  
sequence motif variation is also possible, as suggested by 
Sykorova et al.37. 

Microsatellites occurring elsewhere in the genome 

Microsatellites may be present anywhere in the genome 
and can make secondary structures stable enough to cause 
a polymerase slippage at these points. If two microsatel-
lites with same motif are present in the vicinity of each 
other but in the opposite orientation, so as to make  
inverted repeats, they form a structure that can stall the 
DNA replication process38. Some of the dinucleotide  
motif repeats can also form Z-DNA, that affects recombi-
national events during meiosis39. The participation of mi-
crosatellites in meiotic recombination has long been 
recognized and their frequency in recombination hotspots 
in the genome is over two-fold to that in other regions40. 
However, this is just another cause–effect paradox. 
Whether this frequency is an outcome of this mode of 
their genesis, or their presence at these regions facilitate 
recombination, needs to be studied. Nevertheless, the 
length of the microsatellite for such purposes plays a cru-
cial role. Too small or too long, both kinds of microsatel-
lites may be undesirable, and can cause several errors39. 
Thus, not only motif sequence influences the genomic  
activity, but microsatellite length can also influence the 
genomic activities including determining chromosome 
structure and participating in crossing over40. 

Effect of computational tool used in microsatellite  
mining 

Insight into the genomic locations of microsatellites and 
associated features has been possible especially after the 
availability of a variety of computational tools facilitating 
scanning of the whole genome sequences5. Microsatellite 
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mining is a challenging field of computational biology  
research as the characteristics of the underlying algorithm 
can affect the efficiency of various models and hypothe-
sis derived from the resulting datasets. There have been 
many attempts directed towards designing the microsatel-
lite mining tools following different approaches. How-
ever, none of these approaches return a complete set of 
microsatellites present in a given genome12. Majority of 
the microsatellite scanning tools return a near complete 
dataset of microsatellites, based on a particular definition, 
used in the algorithm. As a result, the microsatellite data-
set identified by a given tool is often different from that 
obtained by using the other tool. When the two datasets 
are compared, most of the microsatellites are generally 
found common to both the datasets, but only a few, espe-
cially the imperfect ones are restricted to any one of the 
given datasets (our unpublished results). Such numerical 
variations may slightly alter the overall microsatellite 
picture of a genome, however, studies designed and con-
clusions drawn with respect to genomic location of  
specific microsatellite loci remain unaffected by such  
inconsistencies with regard to the number of different  
microsatellites. We are of the opinion that any individual 
tool is capable of providing meaningful information and 
can be used for most of the genome-wide studies involv-
ing microsatellites. 

Microsatellite mutation models 

Polymerase slippage 

Many opinions and models have been put forward to  
explain the microsatellite hypermutability and instability 
in the genomes. Debate continues on how microsatellites 
come into existence; why these loci remain hypermu-
table; and what eventually happens after a few genera-
tions. Nevertheless, it is generally agreed that micro-
satellites are the outcome of replicative errors which 
failed to get fixed by the mismatch repair system of the 
cell. Evidently, the position of the microsatellites relative 
to the origin of replication has a direct impact on mi-
crosatellite mutability41. Mutations in mismatch repair 
system genes also tend to increase the microsatellite  
instability9,31. 
 DNA strand bias exists for polymerase slippage within 
complementary microsatellite DNA sequences with error 
frequencies higher at AG and AAGG alleles than at CT 
and CCTT alleles42. This is possible if the microsatellite 
on the single-stranded DNA during DNA replication 
forms a secondary structure thereby causing an error dur-
ing replication9,42. Another probable explanation offered 
for polymerase slippage is the misalignment of permuta-
tional intermediates during DNA replication42. This phe-
nomenon also explains the fact that polymerase slippage 
occurs only at microsatellite loci, and not at purine/ 

pyrimidine-rich stretches elsewhere42. Such an observation 
probably makes a strong point to explain the occurrence 
of CT and CTT repeats near 5′-end of the genes in plant 
genomes in the direction of transcription, while AG and 
AGG fall on the non-transcribed strand of the genes43. In 
vivo experiments involving MutS mutants of Escherichia 
coli displayed increased instability of AC and TG repeats, 
with instability of TG repeats 1.6 times to that of AC  
repeats44. Orientation dependence was also observed in 
constructs introduced in yeast and E. coli for CTG re-
peats, but not in the case of GT repeats41. Thus, poly-
merase slippage is dependent both on motif length and 
sequence making some of the motifs more conserved than 
others15. Moreover, DNA polymerases can also introduce 
single nucleotide errors in specific microsatellite motifs 
like GT, CT, etc.8. The types of interruptions introduced 
within a microsatellite sequence include single-base dele-
tions and substitutions as well as complex deletions and 
substitutions. Morel et al.44 on the basis of their in vivo 
studies involving (AC)51 reported 70% and 30% deletions 
and insertions, respectively. However, the length of  
microsatellites is also supposed to be often regulated by 
unequal crossing over and other recombinational events45. 
A recent review on mismatch repair assays by Spampi-
nato et al.46 accumulates a number of examples of  
enhanced mutation rates in different organisms. 

Mutation rates 

Due to the combined effect of polymerase slippage and 
unequal crossing over, the microsatellite mutation rates 
may be up to 106 times higher than those estimated for 
other regions elsewhere in the genome8. The mutation 
rates of microsatellites may vary at intra- and inter-
specific levels depending upon the age, sex and even  
genomic location and structure of the microsatellite  
repeat9,45,47–49, as depicted in Figure 1. As an example, 
loss of a single C from an iteration, the mononucleotide 
was reported thrice more frequently than loss of A in a 
similar length of the A-repeat, and also faster than rate of 
loss of CA from a CA-repeat in E. coli.50. Further, plac-
ing a (GT)16G repeat at different locations in the genome 
affected the mutation rates in MSH2 deficient and profi-
cient strains of yeast51. 
 A relevant question probes whether any relationship 
exists between microsatellite abundance in the genome 
and mutation rate at which they are evolving. A tangible 
hypothesis suggests that high mutation rates should cor-
respond to microsatellite richness in a genome. However, 
even microsatellite rich genomes do not always show 
high mutation rates13,14. Therefore, the microsatellite 
richness in a genome should be viewed as the absence of 
purifying selection pressures to get rid of microsatellites, 
and not as the abundance of mutational events in the  
genome. Whether the richness of microsatellites in and 
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around housekeeping genes32 is due to the absence of mu-
tational events at these sites owing to vitality of the func-
tion of these genes, or because of functional vitality of 
microsatellites themselves is not clear at present. The fact 
that there are certain regions in the genomes which are 
less susceptible to mutations52 does not overrule the pos-
sibility that microsatellites accumulate in these regions 
due to absence of mutational events. In such a case, hyper-
mutability should reflect a characteristic of the genomic 
location and not that of the microsatellite alone. 

Evolutionary models 

Majority of the mutations operating at microsatellite loci 
are simply minor expansions and contractions per genera-
tion, probably caused by repeated replication slippage at 
these sites45. The stepwise mutation model53 proposed for 
microsatellite variation explains this change by a single 
repeat number per slippage event. However, this model is 
too simple to explain all kinds of changes occurring at 
microsatellite sites and does not alone explain all of the 
mutations at a microsatellite site. Therefore, other models 
such as infinite allele model (IAM)54 that assume that 
each mutation creates a new allele in the population and 
two-phase models (TPM)55 have been invoked to explain 
various mutations occurring at microsatellite loci.  
According to IAM, the frequent forward and backward 
mutations create identical alleles54. The benefit of adopt-
ing this model is that it describes the mutational dynam-
ics at complex microsatellites better than other models. 
TPM assumes that single nucleotide mutations are more 
likely to occur and multi-step mutations follow a trun-
cated geometric distribution55. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Various factors influencing the mutations and mutation 
rates of microsatellites. Intrinsic factors include repeat type and repeat 
number. Some motifs are more mutable because of the inherent self-
complementarity that causes DNA polymerase to slip more often at 
these sites. Similarly, a longer repeat is likely to provide more space to 
DNA polymerase to undergo slippage. However, microsatellites falling 
in certain genomic regions like in a gene or on a hitchhiked region are 
likely to show lower mutation rates compared to microsatellites falling 
distant to these regions. 

 One of the reasons why any of these evolutionary mod-
els does not completely explain microsatellite dynamics 
lies in the fact that at micro-level both mutational pat-
terns and mutation rates are biased at microsatellite sites, 
whereas the evolutionary models are designed assuming 
normal distribution of the alleles. Microsatellites have a 
tendency to expand56 and in the absence of any selection 
pressure, microsatellites can attain infinite growth, and 
achieve significant lengths. At least in exonic regions, a 
strong purifying selection force is consistently under  
operation to keep a check on the array length of microsa-
tellites33. In non-coding regions of the genome, no such 
selection pressure might be operating and yet infinite 
lengths of microsatellites are not observed5. Evidences 
indicate that mutational bias towards the longer repeats is 
responsible for restricting the growth of the microsatel-
lites57. Whether any ‘equilibrium length’ of microsatellite 
alleles exists wherein repeat elongation and contraction 
are equally participating is an important question to be 
resolved yet. Increasing evidences indicate that microsa-
tellite lengths are regulated by an equilibrium between 
polymerase slippage and point mutations (PS/PM 
model)58,59. A single nucleotide mutation within a pure 
formation of microsatellite renders it imperfect (microsa-
tellite splitting). The observation that an imperfect repeat 
displays lower mutation rates compared to a long stretch 
of a perfect repeat contributed in building another model 
for mutational dynamics in microsatellites called ‘propor-
tional-rate linear-biased one-phase model’60. The model 
correlates mutation rates with the length of the repeat and 
imperfections harboured60. There are certain suggestions 
that point mutations systematically reduce the length of 
the microsatellite repeat by preferably occurring at the 
extremes of an array (microsatellite trimming)60. Thus, 
such models based on biased mutational processes are 
more realistic but less popular due to complex mathe-
matical procedures involved. 

Life cycle model 

It is clear from the above discussion that some selection 
forces are in regular operation to keep a vigil on microsa-
tellite dynamics in the genome. To explain such an evolu-
tionary dynamics, birth–death models have been described 
in which selection maintains the repeats within a genome,  
with occasional creation of new repeat and elimination of 
some existing repeats. Unlike interspersed repeats, micro-
satellites do not confine to a birth–maturity–death type  
life cycle. The evidence in favour of ‘proto-microsatellites’  
indicates that they do have ‘embryonic life’, and at times  
they do have ‘re-incarnation’ as well (Figure 2). Rarely in 
the middle of their lives, one kind of microsatellites may 
also undergo transition into another kind and therefore 
they do have ‘metamorphosis’ as well during their  
lifetime. Nevertheless, the life cycle concept outlines the 
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mutational biases at microsatellite loci very well and  
mirrors microsatellite evolution in a realistic way. 
 The birth of a microsatellite is indicative of dominance 
of forces that promote the microsatellites over those 
which suppress their growth. The process is more or less 
non-random as has been discussed above indicating that 
polymerase slippage is a biased process, and for de novo 
synthesis of a microsatellites, existence of proto-micro-
satellites is necessary (Figure 2). A proto-microsatellite is 
a very short sequence of tandem repetition, thought to 
arise frequently by random base substitutions and indels 
in the genome61. Proto-microsatellites might also be  
developed from low complexity sequences present at the 
ends of transposable elements62,63. A proto-microsatellite 
is born as polymerase slippage occurs in the microsatelite 
at this site and its mismatch repair system either fails or 
sets undone by various forces operating at these sites. 
Natural selection may prevail within the same or sub-
sequent generations to keep a particular microsatellite or 
to eliminate it. This is evident by the fact that non-
trinucleotide microsatellites are hardly tolerated in the 
exons (discussed here). The threshold length for slippage 
to occur at proto-microsatellite is considered as four  
repeat units64. 
 The growth of the microsatellite after its birth, is 
thought to grow following a stepwise mutation model 
mainly through polymerase slippage. Some loci may be 
more prone to multi-step mutations. Unequal crossing 
over can also contribute to increase or decrease in the 
lengths of the microsatellites, sometimes even leading to 
the elimination of the repeat from a specific site. Ellegren62 
suggested that the contribution of unequal crossing over 
towards microsatellite propagation is significantly lesser 
than the polymerase slippage. 
 Once the microsatellite has attained a certain length, 
selective forces start working against it, thereby creating 
several interruptions in the sequence of a long microsatel-
lite. Ellegren45 recognized such events to be the initial  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Life cycle of a microsatellite. A metamorphosed micro-
satellite follows its own independent course. Microsatellite repeat is 
shown in bold. 

steps contributing towards the death of the micro-
satellites, whereas we describe it as ‘ageing’. Accumula-
tion of interruptions breaks the repeat array. Large 
deletions occur at the sites of interruptions causing  
acceleration in the process of elimination of a microsatel-
lite65. Despite the two-fold action of interruptions and de-
letions, the death rate of microsatellites is presumably 
lower than the birth rate considering enormity of micro-
satellite sequences in eukaryotes and occurrence of a  
majority of them as interrupted or imperfect micro-
satellites16. 
 It is worthwhile to consider what we should call as 
‘death’ of a microsatellite. In principle, even if small 
formations of a previously occurring microsatellite motif 
are occurring at a given genomic location, but the repeat 
number is lesser than the standard size described under 
definitions of microsatellites, it must be considered as a 
dead microsatellite. In such an eventuality, there can be 
two possibilities – either the ‘new size’ has become lesser 
than the initial threshold of a proto-microsatellite (4-
repeat unit), or greater than that (Figure 2). In the latter 
case, it is again available as a potential site for poly-
merase slippage, and hence for ‘re-incarnation’ of the mi-
crosatellite. In the earlier case as well, proto-microsatellite 
can be recreated through indels and substitutions61 lead-
ing to the formation of a microsatellite once again. 
 It must be noted that all the stages in the ‘life cycle’ of 
a microsatellite are transitional. While a microsatellite 
can meet its death prematurely as an ‘accident’, it can 
also elongate its life term by eliminating interruptions. 
Further, immortality of some of the microsatellites too is 
not overruled, as evidenced by conservation of micro-
satellites over periods spanning as long as 450 million 
years11. There are suggestions that an imperfect repeat 
can revert to a perfect repeat through single nucleotide 
deletions in a single or more generations65. The fact that 
DNA polymerases are capable of creating a microsatel-
lite, as well as can start the events56 leading to eventual 
death of a microsatellite, strongly favours the concept of 
a defined life cycle of the microsatellites on an evolution-
ary time scale. Barrier et al.66 also reported ‘hotspots’ for 
microsatellite formation in the intron of the genes ASAP1 
and ASAP3 in Madiinae (Asteraceae), as 39 microsatel-
lites could be located within these introns. Single nucleo-
tide mutations (substitutions, deletions, insertions) at a 
single site (or periodically multiple sites) within a micro-
satellite sequence coupled with polymerase slippage can 
create a complex repeat from a simple microsatellite re-
peat. At times, this may lead to replacement of one motif 
by the other, as has been observed in case of rice14. Com-
plex and compound microsatellite repeats are interesting 
from the point of view of evolution, as they represent  
areas of high microsatellite frequency. There is a possi-
bility that each individual participating microsatellite in a 
compound repeat influences the mutability of the other 
partner(s) also8. 
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Microsatellite evolution in the light of natural selection 

The above discussion focuses on the selection forces 
governing the length of the microsatellite array, but we 
still need to discuss what is ‘selectively neutral’ and what 
role is played by natural selection at hypermutable sites 
like microsatellites. Further, the role of genetic drift 
needs to be discussed. Like elsewhere in the genome, 
most changes at microsatellite sites too are driven by 
natural selection. Since, most of the microsatellites lie at 
non-genic sites, most nucleotide substitutions within mi-
crosatellites are selectively neutral. But, those occurring 
within a gene or at its regulatory regions may not be neu-
tral. Such changes either produce an abnormal phenotype 
as in the case of metabolic errors67,68, or provide an  
inherent adaptability to the organism against environ-
mental stress3. According to the nearly neutral theory of 
molecular evolution, genetic drift leads to fixation of 
deleterious mutations. 

Microsatellite variability and genome divergence 

Do microsatellites actually represent neutral loci? The 
present belief is that some of the microsatellites are not 
neutral3,4,8. In such a case, does their variability derive the 
genome divergence or the evolutionary processes gener-
ate their variability? The clues to answer these questions 
may be derived from the understanding of mechanisms of 
evolution and inferring various leads gained through  
‘genome scans’ either bioinformatically or using micro-
satellites as molecular markers. In this section, we review 
the recent studies on genome-scans, and analyse the results 
keeping microsatellites in the centrestage considering them 
to be other than ‘merely molecular markers’. Whereas, 
the intra-specific genome scans provide vital information 
of adaptive alleles segregating among populations, inter-
specific studies provide more authentic and easy to inter-
pret picture of long-term effects of microsatellite variability 
on major evolutionary events like speciation, adaptation, 
etc. 

Copy number variations of microsatellites 

A common way to create genetic variation within and 
among populations is through copy number variation. 
Many of the polygenic traits and certain metabolic disor-
ders arise through such variations in human beings69.  
Microsatellites also differ in natural populations by copy 
numbers70. Largely, microsatellite evolution either in 
terms of expansion or contraction is considered neutral. 
However, considering millions of microsatellite loci in 
the eukaryotic genomes, such changes should generate 
random variation in genome size and a normal distribu-
tion for microsatellite number should exist in agreement 

with the principles of population dynamics70. Schlot-
terer71 suggested that owing to random sampling in popu-
lation studies especially between two generations, the 
most recent common ancestor for alleles of some of the 
loci is traced just a few generations back, while for others 
it is traceable several generations back. Similar compari-
sons at intra-species level in the rice genome14,16 hinted 
that the sub-species genome with poor representation of 
microsatellites on an average hosts longer repeats than 
the sub-species genome with higher number of repeats, 
thereby making the overall genome under microsatellite 
cover almost constant. Further, it was observed that 
orthologous microsatellites maintaining the same length 
between two subspecies genomes occurred at a higher 
frequency comparative to those displaying length  
variations16. There could be two reasons for such an ob-
servation – either a selection pressure returned these  
microsatellites to the same length or these microsatellites 
themselves maintained length sanctity. 
 One of the sources for microsatellite copy number 
variation in eukaryotes might be through the action of the 
transposable genetic elements, capable of mediating the 
dispersal of microsatellites in the genomes72. Elements 
like SINEs, LINEs, retro-pseudogenes and others are  
potential sources for proto-microsatellites due to the occur-
rence of poly-(A) tract at the 3′-ends72. The poly-(A) site 
is amenable to reverse transcription errors explaining the 
genesis of proto-microsatellites, which may further  
expand as replication error. Interestingly, more than 50% 
of the human Y-chromosome microsatellites are thought 
to have evolved through retrotransposition73. 
 Despite the various evidences and appealing explana-
tions about copy number variation among different  
genomes, an important unanswered question remains 
whether microsatellites are the means of creating genetic 
divergence or they are simply the by-products of ongoing 
evolutionary events in genomes? Genome evolution or 
divergence is frequently an outcome of the response to 
environmental factors. Loci participating in this genomic 
activity are often identified by changes in the pheno-
type74, and thus the impact of loci-like microsatellites  
often go unnoticed and they are largely considered as 
neutral. Undoubtedly, microsatellites are evolutionarily 
important elements and participate in defining the struc-
ture of a chromosome39. In terms of evolutionary sys-
tematics, they play a role probably at the lower levels, 
and patterns of their distribution are conserved only at the 
level of a closed taxonomic group5. The fact that micro-
satellites could be used for cross-species genomic  
comparisons11,61 and that longer microsatellites are over-
abundant61 indicates that they are important for providing 
stability to the chromatin structure. The non-uniform  
distribution of different microsatellite types is also an  
indication of their involvement in various genomic acti-
vities. 
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Evolutionary significance of low microsatellite  
variability 

Microsatellites are likely to complete their life cycles in 
long evolutionary times, however, as we learnt from our 
experience of comparing microsatellites in two subspe-
cies of rice14,16, 0.44 Mya (time of divergence of two sub-
species of rice) is not long enough for all the 
microsatellite loci to complete their life cycle. Microsa-
tellites showing lesser or no polymorphisms are consid-
ered to be of recent origin, compared to microsatellites 
showing higher degree of polymorphism71. In rice, most 
of the microsatellites seem to have conserved their 
lengths across the subspecies genomes16. It can be argued 
that several bottlenecks existed in rice much earlier to its 
divergence into indica and japonica subspecies, and ma-
jority of microsatellites in rice have thus played no role in 
its evolution as a highly successful agricultural crop spe-
cies. However, one has to be conscious in drawing such 
conclusions, as a microsatellite associated with important 
region of the genome (from evolutionary point of view) 
can significantly display lower variability during genetic 
drift and selective sweeps71, leading to allele excess. The 
prevailing notion suggests that the fixation of a beneficial 
allele to a given environment will alter patterns of poly-
morphism at a nearby microsatellite also75. The low  
mutation rates of microsatellites thus may not only be  
associated with its proximity to genic sequences, but also 
if the microsatellite has been hitchhiked and alleles have 
been fixed71,76. Possibly, false positives may appear  
(under stepwise mutation model) if the common ancestor 
of the sampled individual is traced to only a few genera-
tions back77. Therefore, occurrence of a particular allele 
in a population must be dealt with caution. There have 
also been evidences of accumulation of rare alleles at 
these sites71,75. Hitchhiking generates a genomic region of 
high polymorphism between species (or populations dur-
ing early stages of divergence), and the polymorphism 
level is comparable to total differentiation between the 
two groups under study and characterized by alternative 
alleles78. In case of microsatellites, this would mean that 
each of the two groups under study would show different 
size alleles, and this difference can easily be typed by 
picking any random individuals from each of the popula-
tions. Gradually, hitchhiking leads to (ecological) speci-
ation79, creating intra-genomic heterogeneity in terms of 
differential selection of some of the genomic regions. 
Only when a (sub-) population is at such an early stage of 
speciation, microsatellites associated with genomic  
regions involved in reproductive isolation can be studied. 
Owing to their mutabilities, microsatellites mirror recent 
selective sweeps, while other nucleotide sequences detect 
ancient selective sweeps78. 

Islands of divergence model 

Recently, Nosil et al.79 classified genomic regions into 
three categories on the basis of signatures of divergence. 

Genomic regions that show high mutation rates are 
placed at a different stratum separate from the ones that 
show low mutation rates under this model. The same 
classification can be extended to microsatellites also by 
identifying them as falling in the regions of genomic  
divergence, nearby to these regions and the ones away in 
the highly conserved regions. Accordingly, a genome  
becomes a mosaic of microsatellites with heterogeneous 
rates of mutations. It must be understood that natural 
populations living in isolation of each other diverge  
genetically as the combined outcome of selection forces 
acting independently on two different populations and 
due to random genetic drift80. The latter will affect all 
microsatellite loci across the genome. On the other hand, 
natural selection will act only at specific loci. The pat-
terns created by the two forces are different and detect-
able as directional selection leads to higher differentiation 
of allele frequencies at the loci under natural selection, 
exceeding the expected values or the ones caused by ran-
dom drift81, thus making them outlier loci, i.e. more  
active in divergence. This eventually creates linkage dis-
equilibrium between the microsatellites present at random 
sites and the targets of selection. 
 The ‘genomic islands of divergence’ described by 
Nosil et al.79 for different genomic loci, in general, can be 
well adapted to explain the participation of microsatel-
lites in adaptive evolution as well. According to this 
model, if all the microsatellite loci are sequentially plot-
ted according to the heterogeneity occurring at these loci 
in such a way that heterogeneity is plotted on the Y-axis, 
then the part of the curve closer to the X-axis is called 
‘sea floor’, while the ‘sea level (or surface)’ is deter-
mined as the threshold above which the microsatellite 
heterogeneity is greater than expected by neutral evolu-
tion alone79. Natural selection determines both the island 
elevation and the island size. Tightly-linked loci fall into 
these regions, and the island size is an indication of the 
contiguous loci naturally selected for. In this model, 
loosely-linked loci remain closer to the sea surface and 
are differentiated by selection forces79. The sea floor is 
constituted of microsatellite loci unlinked to the genomic 
regions involved in adaptive divergence. However, these 
loci too may show variable mutation rates, thereby creat-
ing peaks and valleys in the sea floor as well. These are 
determined by genetic drift alone79, and adaptive selec-
tion forces have little to do with these peaks and valleys. 
Analogous to geographical islands, genomic islands of 
divergence keep evolving with time due to recurrent  
mutations, and life cycle patterns of microsatellites them-
selves. Islands may also grow if the genomic sequences 
adjacent to the regions already under divergent selection 
show further adaptive mutations82. 
 Proving evolutionary and ecological significance of 
microsatellites remains a difficult task, especially in the 
absence of empirically detectable phenotype in majority 
of the cases. If a microsatellite is occurring within a gene 
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sequence or is conserved in its regulatory region, its  
homology and functionality to model organism can be 
studied83–86. Nevertheless, non-coding regions are also 
equally affected by selection forces as coding regions are 
affected87. There are evidences of frequent positive selec-
tions in the genomes of several species including  
humans88. Edelist et al.85 similarly demonstrated skewness 
in allele distribution of microsatellites in the genomic  
regions selected for salt tolerance in Helianthus para-
doxus. However, such genome scan methods can only 
provide candidate loci participating in adaptations and 
genome divergence, subject to the verification by selec-
tion experiments. 

Concluding remarks 

Modern genomes particularly eukaryotic genomes are 
smarter structures than used to be thought earlier. A large 
chunk of non-coding DNA and repetitive DNA which 
was earlier thought of as junk is now being recognized as 
sequences with specific roles, which are strategically  
located and carefully selected during evolution and di-
vergence. Microsatellites represent such structures, which 
may even constitute parts of the genes and from therein 
regulate a number of biological processes of the cell. 
Substantial efforts have been made to understand their 
genomic locations, associated functions and the mode of 
their evolution. Genome comparisons are now possible 
for such studies especially after the availability of large 
amount of genome sequence data in the public domain. 
Such comparisons facilitate understanding of the conser-
vation and divergence patterns of microsatellites over 
long evolutionary scales. This would help drawing con-
sensus on modes of evolution and evolutionary biases 
that determine microsatellite variability and functionality 
in the genomes. 
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